COVI D- 19
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I am a " contact case" of a
person suspected to be
positive or a person
waiting for a test result

I am a " contact case" of a
Covid-19 positive person

- Either the CPAM and/or SSU has contacted me as a
confirmed "contact case" at risk ?
- Either I check if I match the " contact case at risk"
definition (*see opposite) ?

No

No

Yes, in the last two months

I have been tested Covid-19
positive in the past ?

I do not have to follow special
measures except sanitary
barriers like everyone
If I become symptomatic, I follow
the "symptomatic" guidance

Yes, more than two months ago

I ask my doctor's opinion

- I do not come to the Uni until the result of the test. I isolate myself from others at home, I avoid any collective activity, I wear a face mask anytime I am not alone
- If I am a UCA student : I report myself using this online form : https://covid-19.uca.fr/etudiant-et-usager/formulaire-de-signalement-covid-19/
- If I am a non-UCA student : I inform the administration of my formation and I report myself by email at signalement.covid@uca.fr precising : name, surname, phone,
school/department (TD/TP groups), accomodation (shared? CROUS?), if I already had a positive COVID-19 test in the past (if yes, when), if I am symptomatic (if yes,
since when), the identity of the primary case if he/she is a student (and with his/her consent), the description of the situation at risk of viral transmission.
- If the CPAM (Assurance Maladie) called my as a "contact case", I can collect for free at a pharmacy some surgical masks during 14 days.

I am symptomatic

the three criteria 1), 2) and

3) :

1)

I have been in close contact with a Covid-19 positive person :
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*I am a " contact case at risk" if I match

If my contact with a person Covid-19
positive (PCR or antigen test) occurred from
the 2 days before her or his symptoms onset,
or from the 7 days before the test (if he or she
is asymptomatic)

+
2) And if the contact DID NOT occur :
- with a surgical mask (of AFNOR category 1
tissue mask or FFP2) worn either by you, or by
the positive case
- with a tissue mask (AFNOR category 2 or
unknown) worn both by you and the positive case

+
3) ...and in such a situation :
- Same class or workgroup
-Shared living place (accomodation, shared
kitchen, etc.)
-Direct contact, facing each other from less than
one meter, whatever its duration (except fleeting
contact in public space ...)

I am asymptomatic

-Acts of hygiene or care received or provided
See the guidance " I have
symptoms compatible
with COVID-19"

I live in the same
accomodation than the
positive person

PCR test only, no antigen test for
asymptomatic contact case*

I make an appointment to get quickly tested (PCR)
at a laboratory :
https://sante.fr/recherche/trouver/DepistageCovid

Negative PCR

Positive PCR

I do not live in the same
accomodation than the
positive person

I make an appointment to get quickly tested (PCR)
at a laboratory :
https://sante.fr/recherche/trouver/DepistageCovid

Positive PCR

I inform signalement.covid@uca.fr

I stay isolated as long as the positive person is isolated and
for 7 days after her or his healing (or end of isolation).
+ I have to proceed to another test 7 days after the healing
(or end of isolation) of the case.
*except for mass
screening actions

Positive PCR

I fill in a new form (click here) or send an
email to signalement.covid@uca.fr
and I follow the " I am Covid-19" guidance

Negative PCR

I can return to the Uni

-Shared confined space without physical
distancing (office, meeting room, personal
vehicle, locker rooms, sports or show room, etc.)
for at least 15 minutes accumulated over 24
hours with the case, or having remained face to
face with the cases during several episodes of
coughing or sneezing.

Negative PCR

I inform
signalement.covid@uca.fr
I stay isolated 7 days after the
last contact at risk with the
positive person

IMPORTANT
- Do not proceed to any supplementary
diagnosis test after the first positive one (it
can stay positive beyond the contagious
period, for days or weeks)
- You DO NOT have to ask for any medical
certificate such as a healing certificate : the
isolation is only guided by criteria and
procedures developed here.

